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Dear Colleague 
 
TACKLING FRAUD IN NHSSCOTLAND – JOINT 
ACTION PROGRAMME 
FINANCIAL CONTROL: PROCEDURE WHERE 
CRIMINAL OFFENCES ARE SUSPECTED 
 
Summary 
 
1 This HDL updates: 

o Annex A to MEL (2000) 28;  
o the contents of HDL (2002) 23: and  
o paragraph 6 of HDL (2004) 23. 

 
Background  
 
Paragraph 6 of HDL (2004) 23 
 
2 HDL (2002) 88 advised of the extension of the role of 
NHSScotland Counter Fraud Services (CFS) to cover fraud, 
other irregularities and corruption across all NHSScotland 
bodies.  Following this, paragraph 6 of HDL (2004) 23 advised 
that protocols and other material would be reviewed to reflect a 
more pro-active approach to fraud and updated in due course.  
The revision and updating have now taken place. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities Protocol: Annex A to 
MEL (2000) 28 
 
3 A new Partnership Agreement has been established 
between the CFS and NHS Boards (the “Agreement”).  A copy 
of the Agreement can be found at 
http://www.show.scot.nhs.uk/sehd/publications/DC20050208Fra
ud.pdf.  The Agreement supersedes the “Roles and 
Responsibilities Protocol” at Annex A to MEL (2000) 28.  The 
Scottish Partnership Forum, The Human Resources Forum, NHS 
National Services Scotland, Corporate Governance and Audit 
Group, Audit Scotland, Directors of Finance through their 
representatives from Tayside Universities Hospital Trust, the  
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Addresses 
 
For action 
Chief Executives, NHS Boards 
Chief Executives, Special Health 
Boards 
Chief Executive NHS National 
Services Scotland 
Director, Mental Welfare 
Commission 
 
For information 
Directors of Finance, NHS Boards 
Directors of Finance, Special Health 
Boards 
Director of Finance NHS National 
Services Scotland 
Head of NHSScotland Counter Fraud 
Service 
Auditor General 
Crown Office 
Chief Constables 
______________________________ 
Enquiries to: 
 
For fraud issues: 
 
Mrs Senga Robertson 
Primary Care Division 
1st Floor East Rear 
St Andrew’s House 
EDINBURGH EH1 3DG 
 
Tel: 0131-244 -2470 
Fax: 0131-244 -2326 
E-mail: 
senga.robertson@scotland.gsi.gov.uk 
 
Other enquiries: 
 
Lee Shedden 
Directorate of Performance 
Management and Finance 
Basement Rear 
St Andrew’s House 
EDINBURGH EH1 3DG 
 
Tel: 0131-244 2811 
Fax: 0131-244 2057 
Email: 
lee.shedden@scotland.gsi.gov.uk 
_______________________
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former Tayside Primary Care NHS Trust and the Scottish Ambulance Service and Primary 
Care Fraud Liaison Officers through their representatives from Greater Glasgow and the 
former Tayside Primary Care NHS Trust have been consulted on the drafting of the 
Agreement.  All health bodies will be required to sign this Agreement with the CFS, 
familiarise themselves with its contents and incorporate these, where relevant, within their 
Standing Financial Instructions.  Details of the Agreement are annexed to this HDL. 

Action 
 
4 Health bodies are asked to: 
 

o note the change in policy towards a pro-active approach to countering NHSScotland 
fraud and development of a counter fraud culture; 

 
o ensure that an operational manager with the health body is delegated specific 

responsibility for co-ordinating action following an act of theft; 
 

o nominate an officer or officers to undertake the role of Fraud Liaison Officer for their 
area; 

 
o ensure that the Agreement is signed in the current financial year; 

 
o notify CFS where fraud, embezzlement, corruption or other irregularities are 

suspected; 
 
o be prepared to justify joint health body/CFS decisions not to report suspected fraud to 

the procurator fiscal; 
 
o take steps to ensure as far as possible similar losses do not recur, having first sought 

advice from CFS;  
 
o work with the CFS to design national, standard claim forms for patient exemption 

checking in the secondary sector where such forms do not already exist; 
 

o report to the Scottish Executive cases where fraud occurs with an organisation which 
provides services to other health bodies; 

 
o report to the Scottish Executive any unusual or significant incidents involving 

patients’ or endowment funds; and 
 

o ensure their Standing Financial Instructions take account of this updated guidance. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
PETER COLLINGS 
DIRECTOR OF PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT & FINANCE



ANNEX 
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Pro-Active Approach/Appointment of Fraud Liaison Officers  
 
1 Health bodies and the CFS will work together under the terms of the Agreement to 
pro-actively seek to reduce fraud and, where fraud is uncovered, prosecute the offenders 
using the most effective methods.  Health bodies are asked to nominate an officer, or officers, 
to act as their Fraud Liaison Officer(s) (FLO(s)) with the CFS.  The roles and responsibilities 
of this function are laid out in Appendix IX of the Agreement. 
 
2 The Executive now expects a pro-active stance to be taken in countering fraud against 
NHSScotland and the CFS will be seeking to assist with health bodies’ own risk management 
and collaborate with audit teams to take an innovative approach to reducing fraud.  Health 
bodies will be required to co-operate with the CFS in the planning of pro-active 
investigations into areas of high risk fraud initiated by the CFS or by the body itself. 
 
3 To assist with the introduction of a counter fraud culture within NHSScotland and the 
wider community i.e. a culture in which the honest majority will no longer tolerate fraud 
against NHSScotland, staff training and education will also be provided, directly or indirectly, 
by the CFS as well as surveys of fraud awareness among staff and the public and health 
bodies are asked to play a full part in these programmes. 
 
HDL (2002) 23 
 
4 HDL (2002) 23 provided guidance on procedures to be followed in instances where 
there was cause to suspect that a criminal offence had been committed involving public funds 
or property.  Its terms applied to NHS Boards, NHS National Services Scotland, the Mental 
Welfare Commission and all Special Health Boards which are collectively referred to in the 
HDL as “health bodies”.  This Circular updates  that guidance as outlined below and applies 
equally to these bodies.  It should be noted that the role of Accountable Officers remains 
unchanged and they will be required to make use of the expertise and resources of the CFS in 
countering fraud or other irregularities within or against their bodies. 
 
Theft 
 
5 Chief Executives should ensure that an operational manager within their health body 
is delegated specific responsibility for co-ordinating action where there are reasonable 
grounds for thinking that an item of property, including cash, has been stolen.  The designated 
officer should report the details to the police and notify the circumstances to the Chief 
Internal Auditor.  The information in this paragraph on the reporting of suspected theft must 
be incorporated by health bodies into their Standing Financial Instructions.  It should be noted 
that the CFS does not investigate the crime of theft, unless related to fraud i.e. theft by fraud. 
 
Fraud, Embezzlement, Corruption and Other Irregularities 
 
6 Where any officer of a health body suspects that there has been any fraud, 
embezzlement, corruption or other irregularity, they should report this to their line manager 
without delay.  Local managers should, in turn, notify the Director of Finance who will 
ensure, through the FLO, that the CFS are immediately consulted, in accordance with the 
guidance in the Agreement and the Fraud Action Plan (Appendix VII of the Agreement).  
Where a case has the potential to be prosecuted criminally, the CFS will undertake the 
investigation on behalf of the health body.  If a joint CFS/health body decision is made that it

http://www.show.scot.nhs.uk/sehd/mels/HDL2002_23.pdf
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is not in the public interest to seek a criminal prosecution, the case may be dealt with by the 
health body’s own staff, with advice from CFS where necessary. 
 
7 The investigation of alleged offences involving family health service practitioners will  
follow the same route as other NHSScotland cases.  However, since the Practitioner Services 
Division (PSD) of NHS National Services Scotland make the bulk of the payments to these 
practitioners, it is likely that some, at least, of the alleged offences will come to light outwith 
the health body concerned.  In these instances, it will be the responsibility of PSD to 
simultaneously inform the health body and the CFS of any potential probity issue. 
 
8 Health bodies and the CFS may jointly decide that it is not in the public interest to put 
forward a case for criminal prosecution.  Regardless of this or of the way an alleged offence 
is investigated, it is the responsibility of the CFS to maintain records of all such incidents, 
detailing location, dates, value, suspect, and final outcomes.  Health bodies will therefore be 
required to report all alleged incidents of this type to the CFS. 
 
9 Health bodies will be required to consult the CFS at the earliest opportunity and must 
not allow their staff to take any action in respect of the alleged offence which may prejudice 
its possible prosecution.  In particular, any preliminary enquiries undertaken must not include 
the interview of the alleged perpetrator which must be undertaken only by the CFS’s trained 
investigators.  Equally, the CFS must make the health body aware of any allegation received 
within the time limit specified in Appendix II of the Agreement.  It should be noted that 
health bodies must not withhold information or fail to report the allegation to CFS on the 
basis of restitution of funds or property by the perpetrator.   
 
10 Where preliminary enquiries suggest that there is prima facie evidence that a criminal 
offence has been committed, the full investigation will be undertaken by CFS concluding 
with the production of a standard prosecution report for the procurator fiscal.  Notification of 
this report must be given to the Appointed Auditor.  The responsibility for reporting to the 
procurator fiscal remains with the Accountable Officer of the health body (but see paragraph 
14 below).  However, during the course of the investigation, it may be necessary for the CFS 
to refer a case to the Crown Office or to a procurator fiscal, in order to seek a search warrant.  
In such cases, the decision as to whether or not a criminal investigation of the case will 
proceed will effectively pass to the Crown Office or the procurator fiscal concerned. 
 
11 Should it prove impossible to get sufficient evidence, the CFS will take guidance from 
either the procurator fiscal or the Crown Office and will keep the health body informed. 
Based on this advice, where the health body and the CFS jointly decide that it is not 
appropriate to seek a criminal prosecution then the procurator fiscal need not be notified.  At 
all stages the Chief Executive (and any other relevant Officer as specified in the Fraud Action 
Plan) should be kept informed of developments on such cases, particularly those of a 
sensitive nature.   

Criminal Proceedings 
 
12 As noted above, health bodies and the CFS may take a joint decision that it is not in 
the public interest to put a case forward for consideration by the procurator fiscal.  In general, 
this will be on the grounds of low value.  Nevertheless, breach of trust and the deterrence 
value of a referral to the procurator fiscal must also be taken into account  in making such 
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decisions and the health body and the CFS must be prepared to justify such a decision to the 
Appointed Auditor.  For deterrence purposes, the presumption should always be in favour of 
referral, unless there are compelling reasons not to take such action.   
 
13 The question of whether proceedings should be taken in any case put forward for 
consideration of criminal prosecution is a matter solely for the Crown authorities.  It follows 
that no such suspected person should ever be told whether or not he will be prosecuted, 
except where a decision has already been made by the Crown authorities. 
 
14 As a specialist reporting agency, the CFS may report their investigations to the Crown 
Office or fiscal service, without necessarily involving the police.  This will be done on behalf 
of, and in close co-operation with, the health body concerned. 

Patient Fraud 
 
15 The Agreement stipulates that the CFS will undertake patient exemption checks on 
behalf of health bodies, and that any irregularities will be pursued by them.  The CFS will, 
where appropriate, invoke the NHS (Penalty Charge) (Scotland) Regulations 1999 in all cases 
of patient fraud other than patients’ travelling expenses. In light of this, health bodies should 
no longer report individual instances of patient fraud to the procurator fiscal and an annual 
summary of cases involving patients will be prepared by the CFS, for submission to the 
relevant health bodies, Audit Scotland and the SEHD.   
 
16 Where cases of gross patient fraud are uncovered, e.g. on an organised basis or of 
patient/contractor collusion, the CFS, on behalf of the Accountable Officer of the health body 
will initiate a full investigation concluding with the production of a standard prosecution 
report for the procurator fiscal. 
 
17 The Executive has instructed the CFS to expand the checking of patient exemption 
claims to the secondary sector (for example, patient travel expenses, hospital dispensed 
prescriptions).  Health bodies are asked to work with the CFS to design national, standard 
claim forms (which will contain the Executive-approved patient declaration) for submission 
to the Executive for approval which will allow this work to commence without delay.  

Internal Management Arrangements 
 
18 Whether or not a case is put forward to the procurator fiscal and regardless of the 
Crown authorities’ decision on instituting criminal proceedings, health bodies have a duty to 
consider invoking disciplinary and other relevant procedures.  For deterrence purposes, the 
presumption should always be in favour of invoking disciplinary procedures unless there are 
compelling reasons which would justify not taking such action.  Irrespective of criminal 
proceedings being taken, or a criminal conviction being obtained, the public debt incurred is 
not eliminated and recovery of the debt must be pursued by any means available.  The results 
of any CFS investigation may be of considerable benefit in civil or disciplinary proceedings 
instigated by the health body.  
 
19 It is vital that internal management action does not prejudice any possible criminal 
proceedings.  Consequently such action may continue, with reference to disciplinary hearings 
and control systems revision, only subject to CFS advice and agreement. 
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20 Subject to paragraph 19 above, as with all categories of loss, once the circumstances 
of a case are known, health bodies must take immediate steps to ensure that so far as possible 
these do not recur.  It will be necessary to identify any defects in the control systems that may 
have enabled the initial loss to occur, and to decide on any measures to prevent recurrence. 
 
21 Health bodies should consider very carefully the treatment of any payment claims that 
arise from organisations or individuals who are under investigation, or against whom 
proceedings are being taken for suspected fraud.  In doing so, it may be appropriate for 
bodies to seek to distinguish between claims similar to those which may have given rise to 
the earlier suspicions, and those made by the same person or organisation in totally different 
circumstances.  The existence of contractual obligations will obviously also be important and, 
in cases of doubt, health bodies should seek legal advice. 
 
Reporting to the Executive 
 
22 While normally there is no requirement to report individual cases to the Executive, 
there may be occasions where the nature or scale of the alleged offence, or the position of the 
person or persons involved, could give rise to national or local controversy and publicity.  
Moreover, there may be cases where the alleged offence appears to have been of a 
particularly ingenious nature; or where it concerns an organisation with which other health 
bodies may also have dealings.  In all such cases, the SEHD Director of Finance and 
Performance Management should be notified of the circumstances of the case when the 
health body and CFS are agreeing on the treatment of the case. 
 
23 The Executive’s attention should also be drawn to any unusual or significant incidents 
involving patients’ or endowment funds. 
 
Audit Scotland 
 
24 Some of these changes fall within the ambit of Audit Scotland and the CFS have 
already consulted on these to ensure that they will comply with all of Audit Scotland’s 
requirements. 
 
Dissemination of Information on Fraud or Other Criminal Offences 
 
25 It will be the responsibility of the CFS to ensure that full reporting of all fraud and 
other irregularities is made to health bodies in Scotland and also, where relevant to the NHS 
in other home countries.  Such reports, whilst anonymised, will give information on the 
nature and scale of the fraud and other offences with a view to alerting health bodies to the 
potential for loss in their own areas. 
 
Responses to Press Enquiries   
 
26 Where the publicity surrounding a particular case of alleged financial irregularity 
attracts enquiries from the Press or other media, the Chief Executive should ensure that the 
relevant officials are fully aware of the importance of avoiding issuing any statements which 
may be regarded as prejudicial to the outcome of criminal proceedings.  Health body officials 
should consult the CFS, prior to its issue, about the wording of any statement in respect of 
cases involving CFS. 
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Standing Financial Instructions  
 
27 As noted above, health bodies should ensure that their Standing Financial Instructions 
are appropriately framed to take account of the guidance in this Circular. 
 
 
 
 
 
Scottish Executive Health Department 
February 2005 


